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Learning Objectives
Upon completion of this educational activity, learners should
be better able to:
• Describe the Theory of Dynamic Risk (TDR; Thornton,
2016).
• Use information from a dynamic risk assessment to inform
treatment planning.
• Integrate a wider range of clinical and skill-building
interventions into sex offense-specific treatment.
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Evolution of Treatment
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• Everyone referred for/mandated for sex offense-specific
treatment was treated with the same type of program
(relapse prevention). They developed a cycle of abuse
and a relapse prevention cycle that let them know all of
the things that they were not supposed to do to avoid
risk. Everyone learned about victim impact/empathy.
Underlying assumption was that unhealthy sexual
behavior was a repetitive pattern for all participants. This
model was not effective.
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Evolution of Treatment
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• Cognitive-Behavioral techniques (mostly cognitive)
were added to the relapse prevention model to
address offense-supportive cognitions and beliefs.
Distorted thoughts identified and replaced with
more accurate/pro-social cognitions. Treatment
demonstrated to reduce recidivism.
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Evolution of Treatment
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• Risk-Needs-Responsivity integration.
Improvements in risk assessment allowed for
stratified treatment interventions/supervision based
on level of risk. RNR adherent programs produced
stronger results.
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Evolution of Treatment
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• Dynamic Risk Factors identified and added to risk
assessment. DRF’s considered during treatment,
but treatment programs still largely using
manualized approaches and one-size fits all
(within risk groups). Outcome research indicates
that reductions in DRF’s during treatment improves
outcomes.
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Evolution of Treatment
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• Integration of approach goals. Borrowing from
positive psychology and general psychotherapy
literature, Good Lives Model helps to shift focus
from avoidance of negative behaviors to
attainment of positive goals.
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Evolution of Treatment
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• Highly individualized treatment tailored to each
participant’s overall level of risk and individual
profile of dynamic risk. Treatment specifically
targets those factors with interventions likely to
produce results. If attending to dynamic risk factors
within the framework of conventional treatment
improves results, targeting them deliberately is
likely to provide more benefit.
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Starting Point
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Your program:
• Uses effective sex offense specific
interventions (i.e. CBT)
• Is RNR adherent
• Develops effective working relationships
• Wants to grow.
9
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Personal Ad?
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Mature SOTP - strong CBT and RNR, enjoys
DRF play, long talks in the group room, and
strong working alliances. Seeking growth,
improved outcomes, and possible long-term
relationship with best practices. (No
smokers, drug users, or RP programs
please).
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Theory of Dynamic Risk (Thornton, 2016)
The TDR hypothesizes a model for decision making
that accounts for both prosocial and antisocial
pathways to desired goals. It seeks to explain the
development and maintenance of dynamic risk
factors as part of the decision making process,
change in risk over time, and the potential role of
treatment in promoting change.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
People are motivated to attain lifesatisfaction in various ways (similar
to GLM Common Goods).

People

Core values include: Healthy
Functioning, Knowledge, Autonomy,
Mastery, Relationships, Community,
Happiness, Inner Peace, Spirituality,
Creativity.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Motivation to seek attainment of needs in a given situation is
influenced by the individual’s perception of:
1) Likely consequences of the behavior.
2) Social pressure to engage in (or refrain from) the behavior.
3) Probability of success.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
People constantly scan their environments
to detect important information relevant to
needs gratification (including danger).
Over time people develop schema to more
efficiently organize and interpret
information from the environment.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
People develop mental maps of situations
that they use to generate options for goalseeking behavior based upon the available
options, and the elements of the
environment that may help or hinder
attainment of their goals.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
The role of schema is to make a limited
number of options available and motivate
action based on the relative attractiveness
of the options. People choose between
these behavioral scripts and strategies to
solve problems and overcome obstacles.
These can be adaptive or maladaptive,
prosocial or antisocial.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Other factors which influence decisions
about pathways to meet needs (and the
quality of the decisions) include cognitive
ability, genetic/biological predispositions,
personal identity, and effects of trauma.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Individual dynamic risk can be seen as a result of
schema which increase the availability of antisocial
behavioral options and make inaccurate estimates of
the likely outcomes.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Effective/Functional People:
• Are efficient and accurate in identifying relevant information
and making mental maps.
• Generate reasonable, relevant, and prosocial options.
• Are adaptable and can change their plans to compensate
for situational changes AND learn from experience and
feedback to modify or develop new strategies/schema.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Effective/Functional People:
• Are flexible and able to self-regulate to delay gratification of
needs in service of values and long-term goals.
• Have social networks that provide positive social pressure
by rewarding prosocial behavior and providing
consequences for antisocial behavior.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Example of minor-attracted person:
• Relevance detector may activate for pre-pubescent child as
a potential source of needs gratification. This can be specific
to sexual attraction but also may relate to several needs
(relationship, happiness, autonomy/power, etc.)
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Effective/Functional:
• Efficiently and accurately identify potential short- and longterm consequences for self and others, likely social
response, and conflict with value of not hurting others.
• Have access to options other than sex to meet life goals like
autonomy, relationship, community, creativity, etc. (coping
skills). This results in them being flexible and able to selfregulate to delay gratification of needs in service of values
and long-term goals.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Effective/Functional:
• Have social networks that provide positive social pressure
by rewarding prosocial behavior and providing
consequences for antisocial behavior.
• Generate reasonable, relevant, and prosocial options to
meet needs.
• Consequently, they are at lower risk to act on the attraction.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Ineffective/Unhealthy People:
• Make inaccurate assessments of situations and generate limited
sets of options. These limitations in the breadth of options and
lack of flexibility may be related to cognitive impairment or history
of traumatic experiences that disrupt development of healthy
functioning.
• Consistently generate antisocial/unhealthy options – even their
options which more likely to be successful at meeting their needs
are harmful to themselves or others.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Ineffective/Unhealthy People:
• Are inflexible and less likely to adapt to compensate for situational
changes. They struggle to develop new strategies or modify schema
based on experience.
• Have difficulty with self-regulation and struggle to delay gratification
of needs. May be overwhelmed by strength of urges and seek shortterm gratification at the expense of long-term goals.
• Have inadequate social networks or negative networks that support
or reward antisocial behavior.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Example of minor-attracted person:
• Relevance detector may activate for pre-pubescent child as
a potential source of needs gratification. This can be specific
to sexual attraction but also may relate to several needs
(relationship, happiness, autonomy/power, etc.)
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Ineffective/Unhealthy:
• Make inaccurate assessments of situations potential short- and
long-term consequences for self and others, likely social
response, and likelihood of successfully meeting needs through
children.
• Generate more limited sets of options. Limitations in the breadth
of options and lack of flexibility may be related to cognitive
impairment or history of traumatic experiences that disrupt
development of healthy functioning.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Ineffective/Unhealthy:
• Have limited access to options other than sex to meet life goals
like autonomy, relationship, community, creativity, etc.
• Have poor skills to cope with disappointment and difficulty with
self-regulation. They struggle to delay gratification of needs.
• Overwhelmed by strength of urges and seek short-term
gratification at the expense of long-term goals and values.
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Ineffective/Unhealthy:
• Because of limited resources and disruption of natural processes,
unable to modify schema or develop new strategies to compensate
for situational changes or experience.
• In the absence of a positive social network, may seek out prooffending networks that support or reward offending behavior.
• Cognitive distortions arise as ways to circumvent internal barriers to
offending (guilt, concern for violating social norms, etc.)
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Theory of Dynamic Risk
Ineffective/Unhealthy:
• Limited repertoire of options that are largely unhealthy. Even options
which more likely to be successful at meeting their needs are
harmful to themselves and/or others.
• Relevant Dynamic Risk Factors: Deviant Sexual Preference,
Sexual Compulsivity, Sexually deviant lifestyle, Community Support,
Impulsivity, Cognitive distortions, Insight, Emotional Control, Intimacy
Deficits
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Role of treatment in TDR
• Augments or replaces the natural process of schema
regulation.
• Develops skills to manage risk factors and to reach goals
through prosocial means.
• Improves ability to incorporate information from the
environment, incorporate long-term goals/consequences
into decision making, adapt to changing circumstances,
and think more flexibly.
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Role of treatment in TDR
• Build regulatory skills to avoid becoming
overwhelmed by negative affect and to delay
gratification of needs.
• Build and support positive social pressure through
therapist, group, and a prosocial support network to
increase motivation to seek prosocial pathways to
meet needs.
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Role of treatment in TDR
• Provide opportunities for repeated experiences of
making prosocial choices and develop resources to
makes prosocial choices more attractive.
• Develop prosocial strategies and more effective
schema.
• Build a prosocial identity and belief in ability to
achieve goals/meet needs through prosocial means.
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VRS-SO
• Pre-treatment risk is assessed using 7 static & 17 dynamic
variables
• The sum of the total static and pre-treatment dynamic
variable scores is the pre-treatment level of risk.
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VRS-SO Static Factors
•
•
•
•

Age at time of release
Age at first sexual offense
Sexual offense victim profile
Prior sexual offenses

• Unrelated victims
• Number and gender of victims
• Prior sentencing dates
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VRS-SO Dynamic Factors
Sexual Deviance:

Criminality

• Sexually deviant lifestyle

• Criminal personality

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Sexual compulsivity
Offense planning
Sexual offending cycle
Deviant sexual preference

Interpersonal aggression
Substance Abuse
Community support
Impulsivity

• Compliance with community
supervision
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VRS-SO Dynamic Factors
Treatment Responsivity
• Cognitive distortions
• Insight
• Released to high risk situations
• Treatment compliance

Sad and lonely (but important)
DNL’s
• Emotional Control
• Intimacy Deficits

39
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VRS-SO Dynamic Factor Scoring
• Items are scored 0, 1, 2, or 3
• 0 or 1 = not a current identified treatment need
• 2 or 3 = identified treatment need, should be targeted
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VRS-SO Change Scores
• Change measured using modified Stages of Change.
• Movement through the Stages of Change during treatment
results in a lower score for the dynamic items of the VRS-SO.
• Change as assessed by this method is predictive of
reductions in sexual and violent recidivism.
• Change and self-regulation skills may be generalizable, i.e.
changes in risk-relevant (but not overtly sex offense specific)
areas of need to contributes to overall reductions in risk.
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Treatment Planning
• The overall risk level (VRS-SO Static + dynamic items) will
determine treatment intensity.
• Use the results of the dynamic risk assessment to identify
specific treatment targets. (e.g. score of 2 or 3 on VRS-SO).

42
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Treatment Planning
• Review risk factors identified as treatment needs.
• Formulate individualized treatment plan that incorporates
those factors
• Discuss with client their personal goals and priorities
• Negotiate mutually agreeable, risk-relevant treatment
targets/interventions
• Assess progress, seek feedback from client
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Treatment Planning
Treatment consists of two primary components:
• Sex offense specific treatment
• Skill building/risk-relevant interventions
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Treatment Planning
Method of implementation of the two components and
ratio between the two depends on factors such as:
• Setting
• Heterogeneity of risk among the program
participants
• Size of the program
• Intensity/duration of the program (e.g. time-limited or
open ended?)

45
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Strategies for addressing dynamic risk
•
•
•
•
•
•

Non-Specific Therapist Factors
Sex-Offense Specific Treatment
Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT)
Cognitive Processing Therapy (CPT)
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT)
Systems Training for Emotional Predictability and
Problem Solving (STEPPS)
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Non-Specific Therapist Factors
• Therapeutic qualities such as warmth, empathy, using the
relationship to reward prosocial behaviors, developing
shared/collaborative goals, and being directive/encouraging
contribute to positive therapeutic outcomes.
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Non-Specific Therapist Factors
• As related to change process in TDR
• Process of building relationship with therapist provides
opportunities for novel experience with healthy
relationship and modeling of boundaries/appropriate use
of power.
• Provide safety for exploration of alternative thoughts and
behaviors.

48
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Non-Specific Therapist Factors
• Building a strong working alliance that provides opportunities
for feedback regarding unhealthy behaviors and ability to
reward appropriate behaviors.
• Bonding and development of a strong positive group culture
provides prosocial social pressure to move toward goals in
healthier way.
• Strong group culture/cohesion allows for social learning
through observations of peers’ success.
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Non-Specific Therapist Factors
Relevant dynamic risk factors:
•
•
•
•
•

Compliance with Treatment
Compliance with Community Supervision
Intimacy Deficits
Interpersonal Aggression
Insight
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Tell me about your treatment program
• I use __________ manual.
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Consider the plumber

52

What if plumbers viewed their jobs the way
we sometimes view ours?
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Consider the plumber
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Tell me about your job?
-I have a cool van.
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Consider the plumber
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I like my van.
I’ve used it for years.
People say it has helpful
stuff in it.

54
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Consider the plumber
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My van has tons of tools in it. Someone who knows a lot about
plumbing said that all of these wrenches, snakes, plungers, pipe
cutters and other stuff were really useful. I drive it to my customers’
houses and tell them how the tools work. Sometimes it helps…if
they’re motivated

55
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Effective Plumbers
• Accurately assess the problem.
• Understand the likely causes that
contributed to the specific problem.
• Educate the consumer.
• Develop a plan to address the problem.
• Offer options to prevent future problems.
56
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Effective Treatment Providers
• Accurately assess the problem.
• Understand the likely causes that
contributed to the specific problem.
• Educate the consumer.
• Develop a plan to address the problem.
• Offer options to prevent future problems.
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So we’re like plumbers?
• Manuals are merely a vehicle containing
potentially useful tools. They are helpful, but
only to facilitate the work you need to do.
• The real work is in understanding the
problem, knowing how to fix it, and how to
prevent future problems.
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Sex Offense Specific Treatment
• Components of conventional SO-specific treatment appear
directly relevant to some DRFs.
• Practice deliberately: The focus is NEVER to “get through”
material.
• It is important when delivering treatment to keep in mind the
rationale for the content included AND for group process.
• Think about the specific risk factors that your participants
need to address, how your interventions/treatment materials
match them, and opportunities to discuss them.
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Sex Offense Specific Treatment
• Progression of conventional SO Programming
(example from NYS OMH-PBSOTP)
•
•
•
•
•

Treatment Readiness/Goal Setting (MI)
Cognitive Distortions/Interpersonal Tactics (CBT/IPT)
Autobiography (Insight/Core Values)
Offense Process (Lifestyle Risk/Cycles/Deviant Lifestyle)
Healthy Lifestyle Plan (Approach Goals/Community
Support/Release to High-Risk Situations)

60
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Sex Offense Specific Treatment
• Treatment Readiness/Goal Setting (MI)
• Building Rapport
• Earning Trust
• Teaching Group Skills
• Personal investment/commitment to goals & values
• Relevant DRFs: Cognitive distortions, Insight, Treatment
compliance
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Sex Offense Specific Treatment
• Cognitive Distortions/Interpersonal Tactics
• Look at distortions BOTH as they relate to sexual
offending AND more broadly criminal or unhealthy
behavior.
• Rates of general offending are higher than sexual
re-offending.
• Relevant DRF’s: Criminal Personality, Cognitive Distortions, Insight,
Interpersonal aggression, Treatment Compliance, Compliance with
Community Supervision
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Sex Offense Specific Treatment
• Autobiography
• Providing a context for offending behavior, identifying
recurring patterns (individually and intergenerationally).
• Identifying likely origins of core beliefs.
• Understanding the cumulative effects of
traumatic/adverse experiences.
• Relevant DRF’s: Insight, Criminal Personality, Cognitive Distortions,
Intimacy Deficits, Substance Abuse, Sexually Deviant Lifestyle

63
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Sex offense-specific treatment
• Offense Process
• Exploration of a wide variety of lifestyle risk factors that occurred
in the time period before, during, and after each offense.
• For participants who deny committing offenses: modify to examine
the time surrounding the accusation/arrest for an alleged offense.
• Relevant DRF’s: Sexually Deviant Lifestyle, Offense Planning,
Sexual Offending Cycle (For people who HAVE a Cycle), Deviant
Sexual Preference, Sexual Compulsivity, Intimacy Deficits
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Sex offense-specific treatment
• Healthy Lifestyle Plan
• Using the risk factors from the offense process as a roadmap to
identify skills developed in treatment that will help participants
manage their risk.
• Relevant DRF’s: Sexually Deviant Lifestyle, Offense Planning,
Sexual Offending Cycle, Community Support, Impulsivity,
Compliance with community supervision, Released to High Risk
Situations
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Case/Treatment Examples
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Case Example 1
• Participant in outpatient treatment program. Average risk for
recidivism.
• Difficulty with relationships with multiple staff
• Sometimes overcontrolled, sometimes dysregulated.
• Very self-critical, but externalized negative assessments of
self onto program staff.
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Case Example 1
• Sometimes disruptive in groups, hyper-sensitive to
feedback/criticism.
• Generated a cycle with other group members.
Anticipated/feared rejection, but his behaviors elicited
rejection from peers.
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Case Example 1
• Options?
• Discharge from treatment due to disruptive
behavior?
• Remove from groups and provide treatment
individually?
• Report to probation that participant is not
compliant with conditions? Possible Violation?

69
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Case Example 1
• Plan
• Referred participant to DBT skills training
groups in the same outpatient clinic.
• Made arrangements with DBT clinicians for
safety of their group participants.
• Participant had regular individual meetings with
primary therapist in SO program, but no SO
specific treatment.
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Dialectical Behavior Therapy
• DBT (Linehan, 1993) was originally developed for treating
parasuicidal behavior of individuals diagnosed with borderline
personality disorder.
• DBT skills training designed to reduce therapy interfering behaviors
and provide clients with the skills needed to engage meaningfully in
difficult therapeutic work.
• Skills training is generic – it is generalizable and can be
individualized to specific needs.
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DBT Skills: Mindfulness
• Attending nonjudgmentally to the present moment,
living in the moment, fully experiencing one's
emotions and senses, maintaining perspective.
• Radical Acceptance of emotions and situations

72
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DBT Skills: Emotion Regulation
•
•
•
•

Understanding and naming emotions.
Changing perception of unwanted emotions.
Reducing vulnerability.
Managing extreme conditions.
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DBT Skills: Distress Tolerance
• Accept oneself and the current situation in a non-evaluative

and nonjudgmental fashion.
• Recognize negative situations and their impact, rather than
becoming overwhelmed or hiding from them.
• Make wise decisions about whether and how to take action,
rather than falling into the intense, desperate, and often
destructive emotional reactions.
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DBT Skills: Interpersonal Effectiveness
Building and maintaining relationships by:
• Communicating one’s needs.
• Giving of one’s self appropriately.
• Maintaining respect for self and others.

75
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DBT Skills as related to TDR change model
• Improved ability to manage negative affect/ improve decision
making.
• Improved cognitive flexibility - Wise mind – ability to
incorporate information about emotion state and rational
thought into decision making.
• Improved interpersonal effectiveness skills allowed for
improved communication and ability to give/receive feedback.
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DBT Skills
Relevant dynamic risk factor
changes:
•
•
•
•
•

Impulsivity
Insight
Treatment Compliance
Emotional Control
Interpersonal Aggression
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Case Example 1
Outcome
• Participant completed DBT skills training modules
• Returned to SO specific programming
• Completed program and performed very well. Became a
valued member of the group.
• Able to live a more stable life and maintain employment
• Got new clothes and looked spiffy.
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Case Example 1
Outcome
Was this treatment plan more risk relevant/risk reducing than
“treatment as usual”?
What if the participant did not return to SO specific treatment?
Would he (and the community) be better off?
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Case Example 2
• Civilly confined participant in secure treatment program.
High risk for recidivism.
• Would either walk out of groups or sit in groups and refuse
to participate.
• Was physically and sexually assaulted by his stepfather
and other family members as a young child over the
course of several years. PTSD symptoms including
nightmares and frequent crying.
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Case Example 2
• Had difficulty tolerating group because he was triggered
when other group members discussed abusive behaviors.
• Very rigid beliefs about his self-worth and being a failure. His
stepfather had repeatedly call him worthless. Beliefs about
self-worth were also tied to crying spells (said he was a
crybaby).
• Difficulty regulating affect, especially if he tried to speak in
group.
• Distortions about victim/perpetrator dichotomy.

81
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Case Example 2
• Options?
• Remove from groups due to lack of
participation?
• Write negative evaluations regarding poor
progress?
• Add group for trauma symptoms?
• Remove from groups and provide treatment
individually?
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Case Example 2
• Plan
• Removed participant from groups and referred
to individual therapist using CPT protocol.
• Weekly individual sessions, proceeding very
slowly with protocol due to difficulty with
discussing anything related to trauma.
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Cognitive Processing Therapy
CPT (Resick & Schnicke, 1992)
• Short-term structured intervention for people suffering
from post-traumatic symptoms.
• Provides education about the connections between
trauma-related thoughts, feelings, and behaviors.

84
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Cognitive Processing Therapy
•Education about PTSD.
•Participant asked to write an Impact Statement to begin to identify
problem areas in thinking about the trauma (i.e., “stuck points”).
•Participant taught to identify and label thoughts and feelings and
recognize the relationship between them.
•Trauma account of the worst traumatic incident and reads in
session.
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Cognitive Processing Therapy
•Therapist uses Socratic questioning to begin to challenge
distorted cognitions such as self-blame, hindsight bias, and other
guilt cognitions.
•Therapist teaches the participant cognitive therapy skills and
focuses on specific topics that were disrupted by trauma, such as
safety, trust, power/control, esteem, and intimacy.
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Cognitive Processing Therapy
• Patterns of Problematic Thinking Worksheet
• Listed below are several types of patterns of problematic thinking
that people use in different life situations. These patterns often
become automatic, habitual thoughts that cause us to engage in
self-defeating behavior. Considering your own stuck points, find
examples for each of these patterns. Write in the stuck point
under the appropriate pattern and describe how it fits that
pattern. Think about how that pattern affects you.

87
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Cognitive Processing Therapy
• Patterns of Problematic Thinking Worksheet
• Jumping to conclusions or predicting the future?
• Exaggerating or minimizing a situation (blowing things way out
of proportion or shrinking their importance inappropriately).
• Over-generalizing from a single incident (a negative event is
seen as a never-ending pattern).
• Mind reading (you assume people are thinking negatively of you
when there is no definite evidence for this).
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Cognitive Processing Therapy
• Challenging Questions Worksheet
• Below is a list of questions to be used in helping you
challenge your maladaptive or problematic beliefs/stuck
points. Not all questions will be appropriate for the
belief/stuck point you choose to challenge. Answer as
many questions as you can for the belief/stuck point you
have chosen to challenge below.
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Cognitive Processing Therapy
Challenging Questions Worksheet
• What is the evidence for and against this stuck point?
• Is your stuck point a habit or based on facts?
• In what ways is your stuck point not including all of the
information?
• Does your stuck point include all-or-none terms?
• Does the stuck point include words or phrases that are extreme
or exaggerated (i.e., always, forever, never, need, should, must,
can’t, and every time)?

90
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Cognitive Processing Therapy
Challenging Questions Worksheet
• In what way is your stuck point focused on just one piece of the
story?
• Where did this stuck point come from? Is this a dependable
source of information on this stuck point?
• How is your stuck point confusing something that is possible with
something that is likely?
• In what ways is your stuck point based on feelings rather than
facts?
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Cognitive Processing Therapy
Relevant Risk Factors:
• Insight
• Cognitive Distortions
• Emotional Control
• Treatment Compliance
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Case Example 2
Outcome
• Participant initially very rigid. Unwilling to discuss or consider
alternatives to beliefs/distortions.
• Gradually willing to discuss stuck points and complete
writing assignments about cognitions.
• Experienced decreased symptoms and increased emotion
regulation.
• Requested return to SO specific programming group.
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Case Example 2
Outcomes
• As a person who was civilly confined due to likelihood of
sexual recidivism, what was the most important treatment
need for the participant?
• Are there unintended effects of requiring detailed disclosures
of offending behavior in groups?
• Is it likely that the treatment received reduced risk, even if
the participant did not return to SO specific treatment?
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Additional Ideas for Risk Relevant
Treatment
– Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
– Systems Training for Emotional Predictability and Problem
Solving (STEPPS)
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Treatment Integration
Outpatient - Very low risk
• Consider not intervening if possible.
• Brief psychoeducational intervention to provide
basic knowledge regarding consent, coercion,
manipulation, respect in relationships, etc. [NOTE:
the psychoeducational intervention can be useful
as an extended evaluation because sometimes
risk factors become more evident over time]
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Treatment Integration
Outpatient – below average static risk – some dynamic
factors present
• Consider not providing sex-offense specific treatment.
• Consider brief psychoeducational intervention to
provide basic knowledge regarding consent, coercion,
manipulation, respect in relationships, etc.
• Recommend treatment for needs related to identified
DRF’s.
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Treatment Integration
Outpatient/mixed risk/ average risk
• Sex-offense specific treatment including
psychoeducational intervention plus cognitive
treatment targeting distorted beliefs and thoughts
underlying problematic behaviors.
• Treatment for needs related to identified DRF’s.
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Treatment Integration
Outpatient/mixed risk/ average risk
Options for addressing DRF’s
• Adjunctive groups within the SO program in addition to
or alternating with SO-specific treatment.
• Example: Alternate in 3 month cycles between SO
specific treatment and skill based programming such as
DBT.
• Requires that you have a sufficient number of individuals
with similar risk factors and sufficient staff to provide
alternative programming.
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Outpatient/mixed risk/ average risk
Options for addressing DRF’s
• Integrated into programming by alternating between skillbuilding interventions and SO-specific modules.
• Example: Alternate weekly between skill-based
programming such as DBT and SO specific content.
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Treatment Integration
Outpatient/mixed risk/ average risk
Options for addressing DRF’s
• Referrals to existing community mental health
services if available (Relationship Skills, DBT, Anger
Management, Intimate Partner Violence)
• Be aware of mixing offenders and potentially
vulnerable individuals. Requires collaboration with
providers.
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Outpatient - mixed risk/average risk
Addressing DRF’s
• Individual therapy.
• Guided independent study using workbooks with
check-ins either in group or individually.
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Treatment Integration
Above-Average to Well Above Average risk
• Higher intensity sex-offense specific treatment
including psychoeducational interventions, cognitive
treatment targeting distorted beliefs and thoughts
underlying problematic behaviors, and increased
focus on offense-specific interventions.
• Treatment for needs related to identified DRF’s.
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High risk –Residential/Inpatient
• Offer a varied menu of empirically informed, riskrelevant skill building interventions on a rotating basis
occurring alongside sex offense specific
programming.
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High risk –Residential/Inpatient
• Provide feedback to participant regarding identified
needs and relative priority.
• Collaborate with participant to choose the needs/risk
factors on which they are willing to work.
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Treatment of Deniers
• Treating individuals who categorically deny offending
can reduce risk. (Marshall, et al, 2001)
• Individuals who are unsuccessfully discharged from
SO specific treatment (e.g. “I won’t treat you for a
problem you don’t have”) have higher rates of
recidivism.
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Treatment of Deniers
• Offering opportunities to engage in meaningful
treatment to address needs related to identified
dynamic risk factors allows for risk-relevant work in
the absence of offense-specific disclosure.
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